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Vice Chairman Ramblings By Rick Smiley
Hello everyone. By now the
2015 NCRS National Convention is history. Midway USA
Chapter had several members
in attendance that received
several awards.

son for receiving a Duntov
for their LeMans Blue 69
coup. Steve also received
his 300 point judging hat.


Jo Houlihan on receiving a
Sportsmans award for their
Cyber Gray 2014 coupe.



Dave Houlihan and Peter
Gregory on receiving their
300 point judging hats.

CONGRATULATIONS TO:






All the Midway USA Chapter members as the club
was awarded its 5th consecutive Top Fight award.
I am proud to say we are
well on our way to receiving our 6th award.
Dallas and Kerri Keller for
receiving the Duntov
Award for their Laguna
Grey 1970 Roadster that
scored a 98.9%. As you
know to receive this award
it takes a lot of time, effort and persistence.
Steve and Denise William-
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Kerri Keller achieved her
100 points at National.
Now Kerri has to wait till
the Texas Regional in
Frisco, Texas to receive
her Black Hat.

Dallas and Kerri Keller presented the American Cancer
Society of Wichita, Ks. a check
from Midway USA Chapter for
$1010.00. Add $90 from the
Christmas fund raiser makes a
total of $1100 for the year.

We will have a judging school
along with judging Jon Bryans
79 Coupe, which we previously
judged. Jon received a 2nd
flight and is now going for Top
Flight and the Blue Ribbon.
We have a lot to cover at this
meeting so please be on time as
we will start at nine sharp.
I am guessing by now most of
you have read the summer edition of the Corvette Restorer. I
hope you paid close attention
to the Judging Chairman’s message starting on page 5. Of
particular interest to me and
hopefully to you is the section
that talks about new judging
classes. Dave Brigman for now
is calling this class NCRS Sportsman Concourse Judging. I prefer to call it judging Day Two
cars. If you have not read this
please do so. I would like to
(Continued on page 2)

Vice Chairman Ramblings - Still Rambling
(Continued

from page 1)

know at our meeting on August 8th just how many of our
members are interested in this class. A lot of members
have cars that they have built to their liking and probably
will never return to true NCRS specs. This is the class
that will include them and also bring new challenges and
judging opportunities. As you can probably tell I am excited about this new class.
I want to quote Dave Brigham last paragraph; “NCRS has
seen a very small percentage of the Corvettes that are
still alive and well. It is my hope that the Sportsman Concourse Judging program will expand our horizons, but still
allow us to be true to the clubs mission statement of encouraging the preservation of the Corvette”
Also on page five Dave talks about the changes to paint
judging. I am hoping someone attended this class at Nationals and can tell us about the changes.

NCRS Events Calendar
(National & Local)
NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org
then click on the Events link.
 Aug 8 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting

& Judging Event


Sep 12 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting
& Chapter Picnic



Sep 10 -> 12 - Midwest Regional
@ Oconomowoc, WI



Oct 10 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting
& Tech Session or Judging School



Oct 22 -> 24 - Texas Regional
@ Frisco, TX

As long as I’m on my High Horse about Judging, and the
Denver convention is over, we can start judging the C-5s
from 1997 to 1999. We have a few of these cars in our
club. Here is the opportunity to get your car judged.
REMEMBER THE CLUB PICNIC WILL BE ON SEPTEMBER 12TH,
2015 STARTING AT 10 AM. More on this in next month’s
newsletter.
THE RUMOR MILL
 RUMOR has it that
Jim Coote’s car is
in the paint shop.
 RUMOR has it that
Roy Ester still has a
54 Corvette for
sale.
 RUMOR has it that
Dallas Keller knows
of a 1963 Fuel Injected Roadster we
might Judge in October.
Smiley
Happy Birthday to Jim Coot who was not 80 when wearing this hat.
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Officers & Committee Chairs
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Secretary
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Kurt Geis
(316) 773-0774
Rick Smiley
(316) 729-8388
Jim Coote
(316) 789-0005
Dallas Keller
(316) 729-4290
Tracy Crisler
(620) 752-3131
— Newsletter Editors —
Kurt Geis and Dale Green

Midway USA Chapter Merchandise
Midway USA Chapter Banner
2 x 5 is $25.00 3 x 7 is $57.40
X-Press Signs & Graphics (has moved to)
3845 W. Harry (316) 613-2360
Midway USA Name Tag
$7.00 for either the magnetic or pin type
Can be purchased at Apple Graphix
2429 W Douglas Ave (316) 942-5426
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NCRS National in Denver Update - By Jo Houlihan
The Denver NCRS National 2015 Convention was well attended as
475 families had signed up and 146 cars signed up to be judged,
PV'd, sportsman or show cars. The road tour which came in Sunday
had the biggest participation ever. Attendees from our local chapter were Kerri and Dallas Keller, Sylvia and Casey Coats, Joe Elloitt, Dave and Jo Houlihan, Steve and Denice Williamson, Peter
Gregory, and Bob and Sherri Demmel.
Two of our chapter members brought cars to be judged. Dallas and
Kerri only lost a total of 60 points on their 1970 and received a
Duntov award, plaque and red hat. Steve and Denice also got a
Duntov on their 1969. Well done. Both are beautiful cars.
Denver requested all cars to be judged be in place on Sunday by
4pm,
so they
would be ready for Operations at 8:30 Monday
morning. On Sunday, Regional director of District
Six, Bill Baker, and the New Mexico Chapter served
complimentary milk shakes. I heard they had about
600 to give away, and they were very tasty. Dave
helped layout the floor plan for the cars on Sunday.
Because of the tight quarters the cars had to be
placed in a particular order.
Our Monday night General Meeting was long and rewarding.
Again Dana Forrester recognized all our veterans in the organization. He gave out pins recognizing each veteran for
his service. It made me very proud to have so many men
and women who were honored who worked to keep our nation safe. There were 33 Chapters who received Top Flight
Awards. Dallas accepted our Top Flight Award for the club.
There were 2 Chapters who received Second Flight Awards.
We had 3 members who received 300 point hats and shirts;
Dave Houlihan, Peter Gregory and Steve Williamson. Sportsman awards were given to Peter Gregory, Sherri Demmel,
and Dave Houlihan.
Most of the chapter members who attended
were hunting down points. Dave was the
Operation Judge on C4's. Dave's granddaughter, (Amber) and Kerri Keller were 2
of 7 who OJ'ed Operations. They had 6
cars to judge. Dallas OJ'ed on 1969's and
Peter did chassis on 1973-1977 Bow Tie
Cars. Peter also did mechanical on 1973(Continued on page 4)
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NCRS National in Denver Update - Continued
1977 flight cars. Kerri OJ'ed interior on 1970-1972. Sherri flight judged interior on 1964. Bob flight judged interior and Bow Tie interior on 1970-1972. Dave did Cross Flags on 1984-1989. He also OJ'ed on chassis on 19991996. Steve judged flight on 1967, both interior and chassis, and Amber OJ'ed on 1966 doing chassis on all 7
cars. I am real proud of our granddaughter. She drove her dad's 1996 from Wichita to Denver and then worked
with her Grandpa to get as many points as possible (she is 19 and loves "Corvette's").

Those of us who arrived in Denver on Saturday had a special treat. The motel was just finishing up a convention
dealing with dolls. We were taken aback by the number of people walking around with dolls treating them like
real infants. They had every kind of baby you could think of as well as toddlers too. One baby sold for $40,001.
I am not sure what was so special about this baby but I do know that was an insane amount of money spent on a
doll when that's a good part of an amount for a corvette. It was pretty creepy and crazy..............watch out
for these folks.
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The One That Didn’t Get Away (Part 1 of 2) - By John Jones
THE FRIENDSHIP LASTED FOR YEARS
My friend Ray and I were inseparable. We loved cars and
motorcycles and we went everywhere together. We
worked together at the gas station, we dated sisters in
high school, we were best men at each other’s wedding,
and we even shared a last name. Ray and I were not related but were closer than brothers ever could be. Our
friendship continued long after high school.
As adults, Ray and I ended up living a long distance apart.
The miles between us, however, were no match for our
Ray and Corvettes at Mothers house in Colorado (Circa 1975-76)
friendship. I would call Ray or vice versa about anything
and many times nothing. There were so many phone bills!
But my wife understood and knew what these calls meant to me. I remember a time that I got to go to the
Indy 500 time trials. I made a long distance call to Ray from a pay phone at the track and charged to my
home phone! There was no one else who could have understood
Ray and "Baby" at garage/
my excitement at that moment.
barn where the Corvette
was parked for 30 years.

But, as it so often does, life took over. Ray and I became busy
with families and careers. Even though the calls and visits became less frequent, we were still bonded by the brotherly love of
friendship. But when we were together, it was as if no time had
passed and we were as close as ever.
In April 2010, I received a call that changed everything. Ray had
passed away unexpectedly. I had talked to him recently and of
course I thought I would see and talk to him again. I could not
believe that he was gone and have thought of Ray almost every
day since.

Ray and his future wife
Janine on family farm.
(Circa 1975-76)

THE CAR: BABY THE VETTE
I remember that day 1975 as if it were yesterday. Ray had
purchased a ’68 Corvette and her name became “Baby”. I am
not sure why, but that was the way he treated it. Ray and I
shared at lot in that car. We transplanted a Holley carburetor
from my Camaro, and installed other items that were necessary, such as a CB radio and an 8 track (it was the 70’s). Ray
and I also made countless road trips around the state, had a
few late nights at a favorite watering hole, and of course
“Dragging Main”. The Corvette was part of our youth and part of us. There is nothing like being 20 years
old and driving a Corvette top down to Denver grinning ear to ear all the way. While the rest of us sold our
cars, Ray kept “Baby” all those years. He bought and sold many cars, but not Baby. We talked many times
about what he was going to do with Baby. Keeping her stock just as she was is what he always came back
to. When he parked it in 1981, Baby was still running. Ray always said he was going to do something someday with the Corvette, but he never got back to Baby.
Editors Note: Stay tuned for part 2 “The Journey to Retrieve Baby”, “A Priceless Gift” and “Fast Forward:
Baby’s Victory Lap.
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July 2015 Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Chapter Secretary Jim Coote
The July 2015 monthly meeting was held the day before my birthday party and called to order at 9:05 AM
on Saturday, the 11th, by the chapter Vice- Chairman, Rick Smiley. There were 20 in attendance.
Old Business:
Rick called the meeting to order by welcoming everyone and did not acknowledge my upcoming birthday
party. I suspected that everyone was going to surprise me with a cake at the end of the meeting, but
that didn't happen either. I'm just not good at when to expect a surprise. But I digress!
Rick followed the "welcome" with introducing my son, Jeff, who attended the meeting out of curiosity. He
also was probably trying to get information out of club members as to when he can expect "HIS" car to
be done as he's not learning much from me.
Special attention was called to acknowledge Phil Lorenz who was again in attendance. His presence is always appreciated because it gives us something else to talk about. He always has contributions, but
like D.Trump, some might consider them not appropriate for this subdued crowd. But like the candidate, he is at the top of our polls---currently!
Rick then went on to thank everyone who helped and attended the recent car show. Overall, he was
pleased with how it turned out despite having to delay it for a week due to the inclement weather.
More on the car show later.
Dallas Keller, our treasurer, was once again approached regarding our current fiscal solvency. Without as
much as a whimper, Dallas replied that we had $4,270.01 in our checking account, in addition to our
savings account of $100.00. This is before he sends money to the American Cancer Society, which he
said would be discussed at a later time in the meeting.
Rick then approached his favorite part of the meeting, his words, not mine, asking for comments on the
mistakes they found in the minutes. When none were forthcoming, he said Joe Elliott probably hadn't
had a chance to digest them yet. Like Joe is the proof reader for the Wichita Eagle and should have
first glance at the minutes!
New Business:
Tracy Crisler, our Judging Chairman, took the floor to discuss the upcoming NCRS Nationals in Denver, Colorado, July 19th thru the 24th. A few hands were raised when asked who all was planning on going, but
not enough to make a decent size caravan. Dallas and Kerri are taking their '70 to Denver for Duntov
Judging.
Tracy discussed the need for our club to continue to have judging schools and tech sessions, so we need
input and material from members. Today, following the meeting there will be a DVD shown on
"Operations" which was borrowed from the Texas Chapter. Points seekers seem to enjoy the judging
schools more than the tech sessions!
Tracy and Rick addressed the need for a judging event in either September or October. In order to have
one, we need cars! Jon Bryan immediately volunteered his car again. If you remember, we did his unrestored, red '79 coup just a few months ago, April 11th to be exact. It seems he has been working on
it so as to be ready for the nest judging event and looking forward to earning a blue ribbon this time.
Something got Tracy off on engine pads and broach marks again and he made an elegant presentation on
why we should not deduct points just because it doesn't look quite right. He was so impressed by Al
Grenning when he heard his presentation in Tulsa last April that he can't quit driving home the point
that we have to be 100% positive in determining that something is incorrect.
(Continued on page 7)
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Jul6 2015 Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Continued
Dave Houlihan asked Tracy to explain what all the discussion is about on the NCRS Tech Board regarding
mid-year car frame paint. While Dave smiled, Tracy tried to be politically correct in summarizing what
the discussion was about without calling anybody names. Finally, Dave acknowledged that he didn't
really want to discuss it, just needed to pull Tracy's chain. So, pay attention when Dave asks you anything as he is a frequent contributor and reader of the board. Run it by Jo first as she probably reads
him better than we do.
Rick advised us that the picnic this year has been moved to September rather than our usual August due to
a conflict in Dale Green's HOA's Club House schedule. It will be on our regular meeting date, the second Saturday of the month, which in September is the 12th. The time of the business meeting is 10
AM which should mean that the barbeque will be lit about 11AM allowing some socializing before the
picnic. Since the picnic date change leaves August open, it was decided to make it the month for our
judging event.
Rick, running out of things to say, brought attention to my birthday and Kerri's retirement. That must have
reminded him of the need for newsy articles for the club newsletter as he asked for more contributions.
If you have noticed, Dave Houlihan and wife Jo have made several contributions in the last few newsletters, as has Richard York and of course Rick always takes the front page. It's not that he has to be
highlighted there; it's just customary for the acting Chairman to be on the front page. If you want your
article there, I'm sure he'll give up his spot. At least for one month!
Dallas, our "All Corvette Car Show Chairman", gave us an update on last month’s show which had a total of
61 Vettes in it this year compared to almost 100 last year. 50 were from the public and 11 from the
club. Weather was blamed for the attendance this year since rain insisted that we delay the show a
week. Despite the weaker turn out, the club still managed to take in $1,517.00. Expenses reduced
that amount by $480.96, netting us $1036.05. Registrations, donations and the silent auctions accounted for $905.00 which the club will donate to the American Cancer Society, half of which will be
matched by the national organization. After expenses and the donation, the club kept $131.05, which
amounts to a little more than a day’s wages, if you’re retired. All in all, most everyone had a good
time, all except maybe the cook, Carl Alter, and the head parking custodian, Ed Arnold, who easily recognized which cars were Vettes and which were not, thus making his job of admittance to the parking
lot almost a no brainer. However, he did have to sit in the sun which added a lot of stress and heat to
his volunteered job. A huge thanks to Davis-Moore for financing the awards and dash plaques.
After much discussion on how much to donate to the American Cancer Society, Kent Michael, the major
motion maker, made a motion that we should round-up our donation to an even $1000. Bev Smiley, not
wanting to be out talked by the Vice Chairman, seconded Kent’s movement. Then the treasurer found
another $90 plus dollars that was designated for a charitable donation, so once again, Kent amended
his earlier motion to make the total donation to the Cancer Society an even $1100.00. Bev dutifully
seconded that motion too. After all that, nothing would have it but that we all voted in favor of the
duo’s movement.
Jo Houlihan inquired on how we did on food this year. Food sales were down, like attendance, and so we
should have all gone to Dallas and Kerri’s home for dinner, using the left overs! Maybe we’ll see the
same hamburgers show up at the picnic in September if their freezer doesn’t have a power outage before then.
No new thoughts or ideas were expressed on how to improve on next year’s show, so the only comment
worth printing is, next year’s should be on the second Saturday of June!
At 9:58, before Rick could get a complete sentence out of his mouth concerning the video that Dale was
going to show, Bev turned her chair around for proper viewing, which meant the meeting was over
and it was time for a video.
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Date ___________

NCRS Member # _______

National Corvette Restorers Society

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
http://www.midwayusancrs.org

Membership Application
Member ______________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________

City: _______________________________

State ___________ Zip: __________ - ______ Email: _________________________________
Home Phone ________________ Mobile _______________
List of Corvettes:
Year

Color

Style

Additional Comments for Corvette

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS in Wichita, KS
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.
We meet the 2nd Saturday of each month, 9:00 a.m. at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg.
The National Corvette Restorers Society Mission
Formed in 1974, the National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of 15,800+ families dedicated to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes made from the model
years 1953 through 1996.
If you are looking for a 1953 - 96 Corvette: The seller is telling you "the numbers match". Do you know
what they mean? Are they truthful? Join the NCRS and learn from all of the information we have gathered
in the last 33 years to make a wise decision when you purchase your Corvette.
If you already own a 1953 - 96 Corvette: No matter what you are up to, NCRS members have been
there before. Benefit from all of the information we have gathered in the last 33 years to make better and
smarter decisions as you restore and maintain your valuable Corvette.
Chapter Membership Dues:
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($20.00) __ Check # ____
Cash ______
A Nat’l NCRS Membership is Required.
Register by Internet http://www.ncrs.org/shop
Nat’l NCRS Membership is $45.00
Register by Phone (513) 385-8526
Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS:
Dale Green (Midway USA Membership Admin)
2105 N. Glen Wood Ct.
Wichita, KS 67230-1771
(316) 636-2410
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